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A d  M A j o r e M  d e  G l o r i A M
Two professors sue Xavier for $15 million
Two faculty members of the communication arts 
department are suing Xavier University and several 
high ranking administrators.
Assistant Professor Dr. Miriam Finch and Associ-
ate Professor Dr. Tara Michels filed suit in Hamilton 
County Circuit Court on Nov. 20 against Xavier with 
claims of discrimination against women, retaliation for 
assertion of rights, defamation and breach of contract.
The following Xavier officials and faculty members 
are named in the lawsuit:  President Michael Graham, 
S.J., Academic Vice President and Provost Roger For-
tin, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Janice 
Walker, Dean of the Williams College of Business Ali 
Malekzadeh, Chair of the Communication Arts De-
partment Indra De Silva and Associate Professor Wil-
liam Hagerty.
Also included in the lawsuit are Xavier University, 
Xavier University Corp. and the Xavier University 
Board of Trustees.
There is a possibility that more Xavier employees 
will be named in the lawsuit at a later date.  
According to the Cincinnati Enquirer, Finch and 
Michels are seeking $15 million in damages.
Dr. Finch and Dr. Michels have declined to com-
ment on why they filed the suit.
Xavier officials said they do not comment on pend-
ing litigation.
Judge Steven E. Martin will be presiding over this 
case on Jan. 7, 2008 at 1:30 p.m. in Hamilton County 
Court House room 340.
Fortin, Graham and several other high ranking administrators are named in a lawsuit for discrimi-
nation against women, retaliation for assertion of rights, defamation and breach of contract.
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Students voice questions, concerns to administrators at forum
Student leaders are encouraged by reasonable turnout, depth of questions from students
About sixty students, faculty and staff attended the student-
administration forum held on Dec. 3 and sponsored by SGA. 
Those in attendance could address a question or concern to 
University President Father Michael Graham , Academic Vice 
President and Provost Dr. Roger Fortin, Dean of Students Dr. 
Luther Smith, Associate Provost for Student Life Dr. Kathleen 
Simons and Vice President and CIO of Information Resources 
David Dodd. 
The topics of questions varied, including questions regard-
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ingly important in the world. 
Currently there is a group of faculty meeting to decide how 
to enrich the core, said Fortin. “I expect that by spring term 
there will be a proposal to increase the hour requirement in the 
core to enrich diversity.” Administrators also emphasized how 
they will increase diversity in different types of classes, not just 
in designated diversity courses. 
A question was asked about the use of the “U.S. News and 
World Report” Rankings.
As Graham explained, the problem with this system is that 
“it doesn’t really measure how well universities accomplish 
their core mission of learning,” but rather evaluates endow-
ments, selectivity, etc. 
Xavier currently has no plans to opt out, but is not making 
decisions based on these rankings. Graham said the university 
is in the preliminary stages of creating a doctoral program in 
secondary education. This would increase the number of doc-
toral students and disqualifies Xavier from the category it is 
currently in. 
“Eight to 10 years ago that would have terrified people. But 
now we don’t worry about walking down that road,” said Gra-
ham. 
Other students focused on campus expansion and campus 
parking problems on campus. 
SGA said the forum was successful. “The Student Admin-
istrative forum was a great way to facilitate and promote dia-
logue amongst Xavier students and the administrators. I think 
the administrators were impressed with the variety and depth 
of the questions asked,” said Legislative Vice President Craig 
Scanlon. 
by Kathryn A. Rosenbaum ing student clubs and organizations, including the Service 
Learning semesters, the Xavier TV station and the Ernest Just 
Society. 
Some students asked questions regarding the curriculum, 
the creation of new majors and minors, and a university-wide 
mentoring program.
Junior theology major Jordan Meehan raised his concern 
that Xavier’s core curriculum requires nine credit hours of sci-
ence, but only one credit hour in diversity studies, and claimed 
that diversity and understanding people is becoming increas-
Senior chris Hartman expresses his concerns to michael Graham, S.J., roger Fortin, Kathleen Simons, luther Smith 
and david dodd. the student admininistrator discussion forum was attended by about 60 students, faculty and staff.
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by Elizabeth A. Sullivan 
Three students had catalytic converters stolen from 
under their vehicles on Nov. 28 between noon and 9 
p.m. 
At least two of the students were parked in the South 
lot on the corner of Victory Parkway and Dana Avenue. 
All three students did not realize that they had been 
robbed until they attempted to start their c a r s 
later in the day. 
The theft of catalytic converters 
is the newest trend among thieves 
in the Cincinnati area. Lt. Smith of 
Campus police said that Cincinnati 
Police warned Campus Police  about a 
month ago that the converters are the new 
“hot” item among criminals. Since then, 
Campus Police officers have been making extra 
patrols in all campus parking lots. 
The converters, which are meant to reduce  pollution 
emitted by the exhaust system, are valuable because 
they contain platinum, according to WLTV.com. 
This precious metal can easily be extracted from 
the converter and resold for a quick profit. WLTV also 
reported that 28 cases of catalytic converter theft were 
reported last month alone. 
The catalytic converter is located under the body of 
the car and is held in place by a pipe that runs from the 
engine to the exhaust system. The converters are easy 
to remove by simply cutting through the pipe that holds 
it in place and pulling the part out. 
If the converter is stolen, the victim hears a loud “pop” 
when they try to start the vehicle. The car may also 
make a loud rumbling noise when driven, as if the muf-
fler has been damaged. The converter is an expensive 
part to replace, costing between $500 and $600.
The students who were victimized at Xavier 
heard similar noises when trying to start 
their cars, but only one of them real-
ized right away that they had been 
robbed. 
The two other students did not 
know that their cars were dam-
aged until they went  to  repair shops 
and were told that their converters had 
been stolen. 
The most popular types of cars for thieves to steal 
converters from are Toyotas, other foreign cars and 
cars that sit high off the ground. Two of the victimized 
students’ cars were Toyotas and the other an SUV, 
according to Lt. Smith. 
   Constable Records 
Nov. 27, 3:02 a.m.- A non-student acting suspiciously in 
the Special Events lot was arrested on two outstanding 
warrants.
Nov. 29, 8:35 p.m.- Five non-students were escorted 
from the game area of the Gallagher Center when it 
was reported that they were attempting to fight with 
students. 
Nov. 30, 4:37 a.m.- A student driving recklessly in 
the C-1 lot disregarded four stop signs and was cited 
for reckless driving and operating a vehicle with a 
suspended license. 
Nov. 30, 7:20 a.m.- An intoxicated student who was 
being assisted back to his or her residence was cited for 
underage consumption in the Husman lot. 
Nov. 30, 3:07 p.m.- A student and an employee reported 
a minor accident in the C-2 lot. 
Dec. 1, 5:53 a.m.- An officer on patrol discovered 
a shattered window pane in an entrance to Cohen 
Center. 
Bulletin Board
      Focus group volunteers needed 
Xavier is looking for volunteers to take part in a 
90 minute focus group meeting in order for us to ac-
quire feedback regarding food service programs. We 
are looking for eight to 10 volunteers for each of the 
following sessions: Graduate/CAPS/Weekend Degree 
Students: 12-1:30 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 8, Commuter 
Undergraduate Students: 1:30-3 p.m., Monday Dec. 
10, On-campus Resident Students: 3:30-5 p.m. Mon-
day, Dec. 10.  Please stop by the Office of Auxiliary 
Services, GSC 332, to register for a session. Registra-
tion will be handled on a first-come-first-serve basis 
and ends on Thursday, Dec. 6. Volunteers who take 
part in these groups will be given $10 on their All 
Card on behalf of Auxiliary Services. Contact Lisa 
Herrington x 4281for more information
                Women’s Center hours
The Women’s Center is open from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
every weekday. There are comfortable couches, work 
desks, wireless internet connections and hot coffee. 
The XU Women’s Center is open to students, faculty, 
and staff, both women and men.  Contact Jennifer 
Wies, Director, at wiesj@xavier.edu or x3737 for more 
information or to join the mailing list.
          Fire wing eating contest
Ryan’s Pub is having a Fire Wing Eating Contest 
at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 13. There can be up to 10 
contestants. Prizes will be given away to participants. 
If you are interested please sign up with your Ryan’s 
bartender by 5 p.m. the day of the contest. Contact 
Jenny Degaro at x4372 for more information.
               Fraternity info session
The Men of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Sigma Gamma Chapter will be having an infor-
mational session about the fraternity at 9 p.m. 
Thursday, Dec. 6 in the Schott presentation room. 
If you are interested in attending, please email 
sigmagamma1906@xavier.edu.
Black and Gold informational session
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Sigma Gamma 
Chapter will be hosting an informational session for 
its annual Miss Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant 
at 8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 10 in the Office of Multicul-
tural Affairs. All women are welcome. Contact Corey 
Burton (615)525-1614 or email sigmagamma1906@
xavier.edu for more information.
Financial Affairs Committee meeting
The Financial Affairs Committee of SGA will be 
hosting an informational session at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 
11 in the Clocktower Lounge about budget sub-
missions for the 2008-09 academic year. Contact: 
Corey Burton at (615) 525-1614 or e-mail sgafac@
xavier.edu for more information.
           Commuter meal plans
Commuters who sign up for a meal plan by Jan. 
18 will be entered to win $100 bonus Dining Dol-
lars. Meal plans can be purchased by contacting 
Dining Services at (513) 745-4874 or Residence 
Life at (513) 745-3203.
                   AB fundraiser 
Alternative Breaks is currently participating in a fund-
raising program which recycles used cell phones and ink 
jet printer cartridges. This eco-friendly fundraiser is a 
great way to get rid of some trash while supporting XU 
Alternative Breaks. Drop boxes are located in the GSC 
and Dorothy Day House.
                March for Life
The March for Life will be held on Jan. 22.  A charter 
bus will leave at 10 a.m. on Monday, Jan. 21 and will arrive 
in Washington, D.C. that evening.  Accommodations will 
be provided by a local church.  The march will be Tuesday 
and the bus will drive back to Cincinnati by late Tuesday 
night. If you want to be a part of this, sign up now in the 
Dorothy Day House. The cost is $35. Contact Katie Raffel 
Principal
St. Ursula Academy, a private Catholic, college preparatory high school of excellence for young women, seeks a well-
qualified principal to serve its 711 young women, their families and the Academy’s co-workers beginning in the 2008-
2009 academic year as principal-elect and assuming full principalship in 2009-2010.  Following its mission of 
preparing women of faith, integrity and courage to meet the future with moral values and standards of excellence, the 
Academy, rich in Ursuline tradition, has been a leader in the local educational community for nearly 100 years. 
St. Ursula Academy follows a President-Principal administrative model which is governed by a Board of Trustees. Our 
new Principal will be a practicing Catholic, demonstrate commitment to the mission and philosophy of St. Ursula 
Academy, strong interpersonal abilities including effective verbal and written communication skills and proven 
organizational and leadership expertise. 
Candidates will hold a minimum of a Masters Degree in appropriately related field and, preferably, at least five years of 
administrative experience in Catholic education.  The candidate should hold a valid Ohio secondary educational 
administrator’s certificate. Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
Review of applications begins immediately.  Interested candidates are to send a current resume and cover letter 
addressing what gifts they would bring to St. Ursula Academy and why they want to be its principal to: 
Search Committee 
St. Ursula Academy 
1339 E. McMillan 
Cincinnati, OH  45206 
Deadline:  January 25, 2008 
Dec. 1, 12:57 p.m.- A guest and a student reported a 
minor accident in the C-1 lot. 
Dec. 2, 12:29 a.m.- A student was arrested for underage 
consumption and disorderly conduct after causing 
several disturbances on campus. 
Dec. 2, 1:28 a.m.- A student observed staggering 
down Woodburn Avenue near Dana Avenue was cited 
for underage consumption and taken to his or her 
residence. 
Dec. 2, 2:08 a.m.- A student was cautioned about 
driving in the grass on the residential mall. 
Dec. 2, 2:40 a.m.- A student was cited for underage 
consumption in the Village lot. Another student was 
cautioned about operating a vehicle under the influence 
after it appeared that he or she was attempting to get 
into a car. 
Platinum parts cause pricey problem
   -Purchased Advertisement-
Nov. 28, 9:37 a.m.- A Physical Plant employee reported that earlier he or she had discovered a non-
student sleeping in the basement laundry room closet at 1019 Dana Ave. Campus Police searched the 
area and found that the subject had already left the premises. It is unclear how the subject got into the 
building.
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by Matthew S. Finger
For some people caucus might sound like a spiky 
plant, a strand of bacteria or maybe even the capital 
of Venezuela.  But for 41 Xavier students, three Xavier 
professors and the entire state of Iowa, caucus is some-
thing much more.
This past weekend a bus loaded with Xavier students 
and professors drove 11 hours from Cincinnati to Des 
Moines, Iowa, in order to volunteer for 11 different presi-
dential campaigns 30 days before the Iowa Caucus. 
The Iowa caucus is the first of the presidential pri-
maries. In the past the caucus, along with the New 
Hampshire primary, has been extremely influential in 
determining party nominations for president. That is 
why volunteers like Xavier students bus, fly and drive 
to Iowa to help their respective candidates.
“Being able to do this is a great political experi-
ence,” said freshman Emily Naber of the opportunity 
to volunteer. Naber and three other students dedicated 
their weekend to campaign for Republican Ron Paul, a 
representative of Texas, by working phone banks and 
distributing flyers to houses in the ice and snow.
Alyssa Konermann, a freshman from Westchester, 
Ohio, worked for New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson’s 
campaign. Konermann worked in the campaign office 
mailing letters to supporters, but also had the opportu-
nity to meet Richardson.  “It was a unique experience,” 
Konermann said. “I never would have been able to have 
done this on my own.”
Overall, students volunteered for one of 11 different 
campaigns in Iowa, which allowed for diverse group ex-
periences. “I put together calling lists based on previous 
voting record for different counties,” said senior Kevin 
Hoggatt, who was the only student to volunteer for the 
Mitt Romney campaign. Hoggatt chose Romney because 
of his fiscal conservatism and business experience.
Renee Stoeckle, a junior working for Illinois Sena-
tor Barack Obama’s campaign had the opportunity to 
meet former President Bill Clinton when she attended 
the Black and Brown Forum, a Democratic debate that 
focused on minority issues. “We ran to the front of the 
auditorium, where we were quickly pushed away by 
Secret Service and event employees,” Stoeckle said. 
“Eventually, the former president walked back across 
the room, at which time I pushed between two Secret 
Service agents and shook his hand.”
Bill Clinton was not the only A-list name that Xavier 
students met. Senator Obama stayed in the same hotel 
as the Xavier trip. A group of students waited for nearly 
Xavier students rock out with their caucus out
Planning for the trip was anything but easy, how-
ever, as the organizers had to coordinate with over 40 
students, 11 campaigns and several rental cars, not 
counting a chartered bus that served as the students’ 
covered wagon heading west. 
“We got 41 students to go on this trip without hardly 
trying,” said Dr. John Fairfield. “We could have filled 
a second bus.”
 “More importantly,” he said, “when we got there and 
things were confused, hectic, cold and icy, the students 
didn’t miss a beat.  I heard not one word of complaint 
from any student.  They pitched in, worked hard and 
remained flexible.”
Overall, students and faculty considered  the trip a 
success. 
“I think many of the students will never forget the 
experience and that they participated in a unique politi-
cal event, retail politics, where politicians compete for 
the allegiances of caucus-goers on a one-on-one basis,” 
Fairfield said.
“Three months ago, in our class, we studied and read 
about Iowa and presidential primaries,” said professor 
Brendon Cull.  “This past weekend, 41 students saw it 
firsthand and actually participated in an event that is 
one of America’s oldest political rituals.”  
 
three hours in the hallway of the hotel in order to meet 
the senator. 
At about midnight Obama strolled in. “So you are 
all from Xavier? That’s a long way to go,” said Obama, 
who promptly shook each student’s hand, chitchatted 
about the students’ day and posed for a group picture 
with the students. 
The trip was inspired by a course at Xavier that 
focuses on presidential campaigns from 1960 to 2008. 
The three professors who teach the course and accom-
panied the students are Dr. Gene Beaupré, the director 
of government relations, Dr. John Fairfield, chair of the 
history department, and Brendon Cull, a new professor 
at Xavier who has worked on multiple campaigns at dif-
ferent levels, including the Kerry/Edwards presidential 
campaign. 
Junior David Ben was also instrumental in coordi-
nating and organizing the trip. Ben did not volunteer 
for any campaign, but instead helped to manage the 
trip beforehand and while the students were in Des 
Moines.
 “By organizing the trip, I was able to go from one 
campaign to another and see first-hand what each group 
was doing,” said Ben. “It allowed me to have a broader 
view of presidential caucus campaigning in Iowa just a 
month before the caucus.”
students waited in the hallway hotel for nearly three hours 
for a chance to meet illinois senator Barack obama, who is 
currently running for president. 
Photo courtesy of Luchang Wang 
Junior renee stoeckle, sophomore Katie rosenbaum and 
Des Moines high school student Luchang Wang met former 
President clinton at the Black and Brown Presidential 
forum.
By John D. LaFollette
Dr. Daniel Dwyer, is an assistant professor of phi-
losophy, having taught an array of courses at Xavier 
since the Fall of 2004.  His field of expertise is Edmund 
Husserl, a German thinker considered to be the father 
of phenomenology.  Currently, he is teaching a class 
called Existentialist Phenomenology, which has the 
most syllables of any course offered at Xavier.  He 
recently sat down with the Newswire for an interview 
spanning philosophy, advice, and the modern Socratic 
singer/songwriter Bob Dylan.
Q. Why philosophy?
A. It’s the search for first causes.  You don’t know a 
thing unless you know its cause.  
Q. Who are your heroes of philosophy?
A. Edmund Husserl.  He is the father of a new school 
of thought that dominates 20th century thought and 
continues to dominate continental thought.  He was a 
man of ethical integrity, and called himself “the per-
petual beginner.”
Q. What’s the hardest thing about teaching at 
Xavier?
Large class size.  The first, second and third bad 
things about Xavier is class size, for philosophy core 
classes.
Q. What about the fourth, fifth and sixth?
A. Having to be the spokesman of Husserl to those 
who have only a passing knowledge of him.  The first 
time I heard of Husserl was in graduate school.
Q. The best?
A. The greatest thing about Xavier is Ernie Fontana. 
He has a laugh that you can hear from one end of Hinkle 
to the other.
 
Q. Why would you recommend your classes to 
non-philosophy majors?
A. To have a better grasp of contemporary thought. 
To have a better grasp of rejection of Descartes’ style of 
thinking. To take seriously appearances, that appear-
ances do not deceive, that appearances are truth-con-
ducive.  Appearances are adequate indicators of what 
a thing is.
Q. What’s your favorite book?
A. [Fyodor Dostoevsky’s]The Brother’s Karamazov.
Q. Is there something else out there for you? 
What would you be doing if you weren’t teaching 
philosophy?
A. I’d have my own talk radio show.  It would be 
something similar to a Charlie Rose show, but on radio. 
It would have musical guests, and it would poke fun 
at the right and the left.  For example I’d have a show 
called “Vanity and Combs” and a show called, instead of 
[NPR’s] “Fresh Air,” I’d have it called “Stale Air.”
Q. What’s the best class you ever took?
A. Greek Composition.  Our final exam was to trans-
late into Greek Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address.  The 
plasticity of the mind in translating an ancient language 
is enhanced in a class like that.
Q. What’s the best advice you ever got, in that it 
informed your world view?
A. When I started dating, my dad said “Let me tell 
you this, once: women are very, very, very, very, very 
different from men.” 
Q. What song is stuck in your head right now?
A. [Bob Dylan’s] “Tangled Up in Blue.”  
Q. What about Bob does it for you?
A. Bob Dylan is the Socrates of singer/songwriters. 
His autobiography overlaps with his poetry in such a 
way as to make one reflect philosophically. 
I use Dylan in the classroom, judiciously, not all the 
time, because you don’t bring out the gold all the time, 
but I love to see when students sit there and interpret 
an 11-minute song called “It’s Alright Ma, I’m Only 
Bleeding,” from 1964.  The thrill I get is not from the 
song, but in seeing in their faces “This is a serious song, 
and this is what song can be.”  As opposed to Britney 
Spears’ latest album.
Professor Profile: Dr. Daniel Dwyer
Photo courtesy of staff.xu 
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PARTYING LIKE IT’S 1924
In Our Letter Box
I’m writing in response to the editorial from the Nov. 
27 issue entitled “Consumerism kills culture” because I 
am extremely wary of placing rock music on a cultural 
pedestal that claims independence from a “lifestyle.” 
Rap and country music are only culturally distinctive 
in light of our American mainstream, with which con-
temporary rock meshes more successfully than rap or 
country due to its relative generalness given American 
societal norms. Even more, what many fail to realize is 
the degree to which the mainstream informs the “life-
styles” associated with rap and country.
Take rap for instance. What might the average 
suburban white kid say is so terribly wrong with rap 
that they’ve been told is not “real music?” He or she 
might mention hyper-masculinity, the objectification 
of women, homophobia, ultra-violence or unrestrained 
consumption. But are not all of these deficiencies just 
more intense manifestations of problems that our society 
experiences as a whole?
Feminism is still a movement; pornography is an un-
fathomably profitable industry; being gay is presently a 
societal disadvantage; we love violent movies; if hip-hop 
music videos seem bad in terms of consumption, look 
up the rate at which Starbucks franchises are growing 
in number.
The point: Maybe we’re more responsible for the state 
of the hip-hop “lifestyle” than we like to think. Maybe 
our collective cultural inadequacies are exacerbated in 
poor black neighborhoods partly because many white 
people passing on their wealth from generation to gener-
ation prefer the suburbs to our urban cores. And maybe 
(to return to the claims of the article I’m attempting to 
comment on) it is not “lifestyle”-driven marketing but 
rather, to a degree, white ignorance and inaction that 
limit hip-hop’s ability to be “good music.”
Lastly, I’d like to note that I’ve been talking only 
about popular music, and that there are plenty of anom-
alistic indie or underground subsets of rock and hip-hop 
that would change the direction of the discussion. I 
guess I ignored country music for the majority of this 
response, but I don’t really know much about it, and, 
of course, white people make country music, so talking 
about it would have limited the amount of space I could 
dedicate to race-related discussion that our relatively 
diversity-deficient university could use.
Justin Cancelliere   |  ‘09
 
While I usually find the majority of articles posted in 
this publication to be informative and relatively factual, 
I feel that the cover page article on Adderall (“Prescribed 
Abused,” Nov. 28) to not only be fuddled with facts, but 
also flat out misleading. The author did not mention 
that the facts obtained were part of a report that found 
that prescription painkillers are abused at a higher rate 
than prescribed stimulants on college campuses. What 
the author also doesn’t (conveniently) mention is that 
the facts he used are from a National Institute on Drug 
Abuse survey taken in 2001, and that this research does 
not specifically involve solely the abuse of Adderall. Ad-
derall is a brand name, what this research investigated 
was not just the abuse of Adderall, but other types of 
central nervous system stimulants such as Ritalin and 
Concerta (which contain different types of stimulants 
with entirely different chemical makeups).
Furthermore, the author does not even go into de-
fining what constitutes “prescribed abuse.” Doctors 
can prescribe this medication for a number of different 
reasons, ranging from once daily in the morning to only 
when the prescribed needs to concentrate (such as right 
before an exam or class). The statistics he uses from the 
National Institute of Drug Abuse jump back and forth 
between “prescribed abuse” (which was never defined) 
and “recreational use.” Does recreational use include 
studying for an exam? And does it include use amongst 
those prescribed or only the illicit use of Adderall? These 
are some questions that the author did not address. 
Instead, we were given a tabloid-style article that 
uses out-of-date facts, omits important facts (that abuse 
of painkillers in colleges is higher than abuse of CNS 
stimulants) and sensationalizes the abuse of Adderall 
at Xavier. If our retention rate starts to slip, if students’ 
grades as a whole begin to slide and if police reports 
involving CNS stimulant abuse at Xavier begins to 
rise, then an article like this might have some merit (if 
it were better-written). There is enough “spin” on cable 
news networks, it would be nice if it could stay out of 
this paper.
Doug Lang   |  ‘08
 
The article about the abuse of stimulant medications 
(“Prescribed Abuse,” Nov. 28) suggested that students 
use them inappropriately for test taking and weight loss. 
This does occur just as prescription abuse happens in the 
community. What the article didn’t mention is that there 
are appropriate medical uses for these medications. In 
the college population, stimulants are used for Atten-
tion Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit Hyperactive 
Disorder. At the Xavier Health Center, students must 
be evaluated by a psychologist. Specific psychological 
testing can be done when necessary. This occurs before 
any medication is prescribed.
Once stimulants are prescribed, students are moni-
tored closely by the Health Center. In addition, the Drug 
Enforcement Agency has guidelines to follow.
Students should be aware that these stimulant medi-
cations can cause hypertensive crisis, psychosis, heart 
attack and death. If you inappropriately give another 
person your stimulant medication, you are morally and 
legally responsible if that individual has an adverse 
reaction.
Unfortunately, we live in a “pill-popping” society. 
Many people want a pill for whatever bothers them. 
Don’t fall into that trap. Taking medications not pre-
scribed for you can be risky.
James P. Konerman M.D.
Medical Director McGrath Health & Counseling 
In April, State Senator Tom Roberts introduced S.B. 
151 in the Ohio General Assembly. In the minutia of 
politics one might wonder why students should care 
about some bill in a state legislature. Well this is a bill 
concerning state universities that was killed immedi-
ately by the textbook lobby, but whose principles can 
be applied to Xavier sans legislation.
S.B. 151 would require publishers to provide infor-
mation regarding textbook modifications (when a new 
edition is going to be issued prior the issuance), return 
policies and bundling practices. Bundling is what makes 
textbooks so expensive because publishers typically in-
clude a CD with textbooks that contain “supplemental 
learning material.” Those are the same learning aids 
that few students use.
S.B. 151 would require publishers and bookstores to 
offer textbooks bundled and un-bundled. Additionally 
S.B. 151 mandates bookstores buy back textbooks at no 
less than one-half of the price they intend to re-sell the 
textbook at. Finally the bill would require universities 
to maintain at least two copies of all textbooks in the 
university library.
Could you imagine it? A university whose mission is 
education and not capitalism. Xavier doesn’t need the 
statehouse to pass this legislation to put its principles 
in effect because Xavier is a private institution and can 
judiciously or decadently apply any policy it wants. This 
electoral season a presidential candidate said, “Don’t 
tell me what your values are, show me your budget and 
I’ll tell you what your values are.” Well, Xavier, is it 
all about your indenture with Follett or providing easy 
access to education?
J. Edward Johnson   |  ‘08
I think that it is great that SGA is taking steps to 
improve their accessibility (like the new portal message 
submission tool) to the students of Xavier University.
However, what’s the point of being able to express 
your concerns to SGA if they can’t or won’t do anything 
to help you?
I recently founded the Middle Eastern Culture Soci-
ety at Xavier, which was unanimously approved by the 
Student Senate during their meeting on Oct. 15. Yet it 
took over seven weeks to acquire any sort of funding, 
and my club is still waiting for an email account, which 
is SGA’s responsibility to provide.
Essentially, my club has been unable to function for 
almost two months due to the lack of support we have 
received from SGA.
Oddly enough, SGA seems more concerned with set-
ting up new avenues for students to contact them than 
with addressing the concerns of those students who 
actually have contacted them.
I think that SGA should spend more time working 
to serve the students of Xavier rather than instituting 
largely cosmetic new modes of communication as a 
means to improve their public image.
Jon Salman   |  ‘08
President, Middle Eastern Culture Society
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The Student-Administrator Discussion Forum 
held on Dec. 3 was successful, and the Newswire (er...
Xaverian News) would like to commend the students, 
faculty, staff and administrators who participated.
Students were able to get tangible and real an-
swers from Xavier’s important decision-makers, 
and most questions were directed at Academic Vice 
President and Provost Dr. Roger Fortin and President 
Fr. Michael Graham, S.J.
We initially were slightly disappointed that only 
45 students (a mere one percent of the undergraduate 
student population) were in attendance, but the depth 
and length of the discussion made it clear that any 
more students would have compromised the quality 
of the event.
However, because only this small number of stu-
dents participated, it is imperative that the student-
administrator forums become a regular occurrence.
We are fairly confident that SGA and the admin-
istration are collaborating to hold another forum in 
the spring semester, but we feel that such an event 
should take place monthly.
At the same time, we understand that our uni-
versity’s high-ranking officials maintain very busy 
schedules, so setting aside that much time might be 
problematic.
This is where the Newswire hopes to really help. 
We encourage administrators to submit columns 
monthly addressing student concerns they’ve heard 
voiced in the paper, and explaining steps the univer-
sity is taking to respond to them.
In fact, with some collaboration, the Newswire 
could provide a feature similar to Time Magazine’s 
“10 Questions with...,” where we compile a list of 
questions from students and use them to interview 
a member of the administration.
The forum has opened up a new dialogue between 
the students and administrators, and we must con-
tinue to foster and nurse this communication.
Monday, Dec. 15 will mark the 93rd anniversary of 
the student newspaper’s publication at Xavier.
We realize 93 isn’t exactly a round number like 100, 
when these occasions are usually celebrated, but we’re 
not going to be around for the newspaper’s centennial, 
so we thought we’d pay tribute to our history now.
You’ll notice that the newspaper is designed quite 
differently this week, and is called The Xaverian News 
instead of the Xavier Newswire.
This week’s issue is modeled after several issues of 
the Xaverian News from 1917-24. We did this to pay 
homage and tribute to the people who put together the 
student newspaper of Xavier University in the past, 
back when this job used to involve operating printing 
presses and laying out typeface by hand.
We constantly marvel at how anyone put this paper 
together a decade ago, much less 75 years ago. This job is 
hard enough now, when all we have to do is manipulate 
graphics and text on computer screens and then email 
them off to our printer. 
Because of the tremendous amount of respect we have 
for our predecessors, we wanted to try and make our 
newspaper look a little like theirs this week to celebrate 
our anniversary. We hope you enjoy it.
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There are a lot of claims that can be made of our 
generation. We’re careless, lazy, prone to indulgence 
and a sense of invincibility, and, you guessed it, politi-
cally apathetic. 
But are we? While I may find myself laying around, 
drinking a beer and wondering what it’s like to be 
vulnerable, I don’t think I’m really apathetic towards 
politics. And after watching 40 plus Xavier students, as 
well as other young people, gather in Des Moines this 
weekend to work for the political system, I don’t think 
everyone else is either.
Yes, we may be a little disenchanted by the sketchy, 
means-to-an-end cockfight that is our political arena.
And yes, we may be tired of candidates, on every 
level, who don’t really engender our values and beliefs 
or listen to us.
But no, we’re not politically 
disinterested, jaded or 
complacent. I think that 
on the whole the whip-
persnappers of today 
are more politically am-
bitious than any other 
demographic. The only 
problem is that we don’t 
know what to do about it, 
and even if we did, we’d lack 
the resources to get it done.
Be it time, money or a voice 
that can be heard, many college 
students are left wanting a means 
to our end, to our vision.
And let’s face it, our vision is 
what is important in the long 
run. With millions of baby-boomers set to retire in the 
next decade, our generation is facing not only labor 
shortages, but a plethora of problems, which have been 
generously handed down by the boomers and need to 
be solved. 
This being the case, we can’t afford to be apathetic. 
But I think most of us realize that, which is why people 
bus 11 hours to participate in campaigns that they 
think are going to make a big difference in their lives. 
Unfortunately, that’s really all we can do; we don’t have 
treasure troves to donate to politicians, hours in the day 
to volunteer and we don’t have any faith in a political 
system that has let us down since before we even knew 
there was a political system.
I realize that there are people out there that are so 
frustrated and so skeptical of politics that they’ve given 
up on it, but still complain about current situations. I 
think that’s a cop-out, and those people are a waste. 
Stop complaining. If you don’t participate then you can’t 
change the situation. 
We’re not apathetic, we’re just quiet about our pas-
sions. Just because a few don’t care doesn’t mean most 
of us aren’t involved.
Note: Most of this information was gathered from 
Roger Fortin’s “To See Great Wonders: A History of 
Xavier University” (which would be a great holiday 
gift for alumni).  Additional resources included Fr. 
Lee J. Bennish’s “Continuity and Change: Xavier Uni-
versity 1831-1981” and the Xavier student newspaper 
archives.
April 1887- Students of St. Xavier College (Xavier 
University’s name prior to 1930) publish the first issue 
of the Collegian, the first student newspaper in Xavier 
history.  The editors talk a rather big game, as they write 
“the Collegian goes forth animated with the confidence 
which the character of its venerable patron cannot fail 
to inspire.”
July 1887- The Collegian’s editorial board calls for 
the formation of an alumni association, which is created 
a year later.
September 1887- The 
Collegian abruptly and 
somewhat mysteriously 
ceases publication.  So 
much for the “animated 
with confidence” thing.
1894- Despite stu-
dents’ petitioning the 
administration for a “col-
lege journal,” the student 
press of St. Xavier Col-
lege remains dormant for 
almost 30 years.
Dec. 15, 1915- The first issue of the Xaverian News 
is published by students in the School of Commerce. 
The paper is published semi-monthly and cost 10 cents 
per issue. The newspaper staff is headquartered in the 
Alumni Science Hall.
December 1920- The staff of the Xaverian News, 
upset at the constant mispronunciation of “Xavier,” 
writes this poem:
A word beginning with an ‘X’
Must never sound to rhyme with necks.
No, no, this X pronounced should be
Exactly like the letter ‘Z’
And that’s why our dear name St. Xavier
Must always rhyme with good behavior
In all the seasons, in all weather.
The two are always found together.
1923- St. Xavier administration allows the forma-
tion of a student council. Many students, including the 
editorial board of the Xaverian News object, as they feel 
it will discourage the participation of the majority of the 
student body in campus activities. It’s rather eerie how 
well they nailed that prediction.
Feb. 1, 1924- The Xaverian News strongly opposes 
changing the name of St. Xavier College to anything like 
“Dixie University” or “Ohio-Kentucky University,” two 
of the possible choices for the name change. We wonder 
why they opposed those...
April 1925- The Xaverian News holds a contest to 
pick a nickname for the university’s athletic teams. 
The name “Musketeers” is chosen as the winner. You’re 
welcome.
Sept. 1925- The Xaverian News becomes a weekly 
newspaper.
Jan. 4, 1928- The Xaverian News publishes a tribute 
to Myers Cooper, an Ohio gubernatorial candidate, on 
the front page. Cooper’s political opponents reprint the 
front page, altering the masthead to read “Published 
weekly by the students of St. Xavier CATHOLIC Col-
lege” in an effort to galvanize Protestant support for 
Cooper. Cooper eventually wins the election.
June 4, 1930- St. Xavier College officially changes its 
name to Xavier University, a choice heavily supported 
by the Xaverian News.
1930- Despite heavy protest from the Xaverian News’ 
editorial board, student council adopts a set of “fresh-
man rules” which require freshman students to wear 
distinguishing hats at all times, be able to sing the 
school song on command and to remain seated in the 
chapel until all upperclassmen leave. Student council 
appoints a “vigilance committee” to punish non-com-
pliant freshmen by paddling them. So give SGA some 
credit, at least they aren’t physically beating students 
anymore.
1936- The staff of the Xaverian News founds the 
Jesuit College Newspaper Association, which opposes 
communism, neo-paganism and “materialistic educa-
tion.” The Xaverian News becomes a critical player in 
helping transform collegiate newspapers into a more 
elaborate medium for Catholic action.”
May 20, 1937- The 
last issue of The Xaverian 
News is published. The 
newspaper changes its 
name to the Xavier Uni-
versity News.
Sept. 19, 1943- Xavi-
er’s administration sus-
pends publication of the 
Xavier University News 
due to wartime consider-
ations. However, students 
begin printing a newslet-
ter entitled Xavier News: 
A Student Publication, which is distributed to members 
of the Xavier community in the military, as well as 
students and alumni.
March 1, 1946- The Xavier University News resumes 
publication, and the new editorial board is very intent 
on encouraging students to act with Catholic morals, 
participate in community service and take their reli-
gious education very seriously.
April 1, 1949- Students and faculty are stunned 
when the front page headline of the Xavier University 
News reads “Library Juke Box OK’d.” However, upon 
closer examination of the date, the campus realizes the 
issue was the first ever April Fools’ Day edition of the 
Xavier student newspaper.
1952- The Xavier University News takes a firm 
anti-communist stance yet again, complaining about 
professors teaching Karl Marx. The editorial board also 
supports McCarthyism. Oops.
1963- The Xavier University News drops the word 
“University” from its name, becoming The Xavier 
News.
October 1967- The Xavier News publishes a special 
issue on “the Inter-Racial Community” in which they 
argued for more interracial cooperation at Xavier.
September 1969- Xavier University goes coed, and 
women become active in the staff of the Xavier News for 
the first time. Though most male students welcomed a 
coed atmosphere, several students express outrage over 
the female presence in letters to the newspaper.
October 1969- The Xavier News, which was against 
the Vietnam War, supports a counter-demonstration 
against pro-Vietnam supporters on campus.
Dec. 6, 1972- The editorial board of the Xavier News 
advocates dropping the football team, which is experi-
encing heavy losses, both financially and athletically. 
The football team is eliminated shortly thereafter.
February 1973- The Xavier News supports a boycott 
of non-United Farm Worker lettuce. Enthralling.
April 19, 1979- The Xavier News expresses outrage 
that an army tank, parked on the academic mall to 
promote ROTC, has its turret pointed directly at Bel-
larmine Chapel. Many students call for the abolition of 
ROTC altogether.
So Goes IT by Matt Kroeger
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March 11, 1985- In an interview with the Xavier 
News, the university’s financial vice president reports 
that faculty salaries would be frozen for the 1985-86 
academic year. The resulting unrest would eventually 
lead to President Fr. Charles Currie’s removal.
September 1985- The Xavier News changes its name 
to the Xavier Newswire. Greatness ensues.
April 24, 2007- With the appointments of Pat Ste-
venson, Matt Finger, Darren LaCour, Emily Hoferer, 
Katie Rosenbaum, John LaFollette and many others, the 
Xavier Newswire continues and surpasses its tradition 
of excellence, as the most glorious staff ever conceived 
takes the helm of the superb student newspaper.
— F i n g e r ’ s  Q u i c k i e —
by Patrick J. Stevenson
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X a v i e r  9 0           —           B e l m o n t  4 9
Steadfast defence, subsequent offence
anchor cagers’ vict’ry
Interesting basket ball game anticipated against Creighton
Xavier — 90
Brown, f.  .............1                2                4
Duncan, f.  ...........4                0                9
Raymond, f.  ........5                2               15
Burrell, g.  ...........7                0               18
Lavender, g.  .......2                2                7
Anderson  ............6                2               14
Graves  ................3                1                7
Bronson  ............. 2                4                8
Jackson  ..............1                3                5
Love  ....................1                1                3
                                FG.           FT.           Pts.
BOX:
       Totals              FG.           FT.           Pts.
                                32             16             90
Belmont — 49
Dansby, f.  .............4              0               10
Campbell, f.  ..........1              2                4
Peeples, f.  .............1              3                5
Renfroe, g.  ............3              0                8
Hare, g.  .................3              0                7
House  ....................0              1                1
Wicke  ....................1              0                3
Dejworek  ..............0              1                1
Dotson  ..................1              1                2
Harris  ...................3              0                8
                                FG.           FT.           Pts.
       Totals              FG.           FT.           Pts.
                                17              7               49 Staunch defense, typified by this block from sophomore center Jason Love, has become the Musketeers’ calling card this season.  In forcing turnovers and making defensive stops, the Xavier defense can set up transition scoring opportunities 
for the offense, resulting in point totals in the 90s, which the Musketeers have done four times in its seven games.
Following a gameplan that has served it well all 
season, the Xavier men’s basketball team again used 
a disruptive defense to spark a balanced scoring at-
tack en route to a 90-49 win over the Belmont Bruins 
last Saturday night at Cintas Center.
This strategy has been executed particularly well 
during Xavier’s current five-game winning streak. 
The Musketeers have forced an average of 13.2 turn-
overs per game, while holding their opponents to .369 
percent shooting from the field in those five wins.
In turn, Xavier’s tough man-to-man defense has 
created scoring opportunities for a host of Muske-
teers, giving them an offense that boasts six players 
averaging double-figures in scoring, including all 
five starters.
“We take pride in our defense,” said junior forward 
B.J. Raymond.  “Defense is the key, and the rest 
takes care of itself.”
Xavier started the game with a spurt, scoring six 
unanswered points before building an early double-
digit lead. 
By halftime the Musketeers led 41-25, and after 
a pair of back-to-back 3-pointers by senior guard 
Stanley Burrell Xavier was up by 28 and head coach 
By J. Douglas LaFollette Sean Miller was putting in his subs.
Burrell led all scorers with 18 points, followed by 
Raymond and junior forward C.J. Anderson, who 
chipped in 15 and 14 points, respectively.  
Senior forward Josh Duncan was a point shy of 
recording a double-double, pulling down 10 rebounds 
to go with nine points in 17 minutes of playing time 
that was limited by a stomach virus.
Burrell has emerged as a premiere defender 
this season, in the last three games in particular, 
anchoring the Musketeers’ unit with his defensive 
intensity.
The performances in their win over Belmont have 
become emblematic of this team’s style of play.  
“We have a number of different players doing a 
good job [on defense],” said Miller.  
“It’s our identity: to be a team on defense and a bal-
anced scoring team on offense, and most important, 
to be a team that keeps getting better,” he said.
The win came in the first game of a December slate 
of games against tough non-conference opponents.
Their second comes against a tough Creighton 
team that has a history of beating Xavier with fast, 
physical play that has caught the Musketeers off-
guard the past three seasons.
“They’ve beaten us three times in a row, and the 
storyline has been the same: they physically beat 
us up, and they out-rebound us,” Miller said.  “They 
play 10 guys, play on their terms and we lose, and 
that absolutely can’t happen.  It’s as big of a game 
as we’ll play all season.”
The game against Creighton holds special meaning 
for this year’s senior class, which has never beaten 
the Bluejays.  
The past two seasons, the Musketeers have had the 
misfortune of playing Creighton on their home court, 
the Qwest Center, in Omaha, Neb., which typically 
holds a raucous crowd of 17,200.
This year’s Creighton squad is much depleted from 
last year.  Former star Anthony Tolliver took his 6-8 
frame and 13.4 points and 6.7 rebounds per game to 
the Cleveland Cavaliers.  
Still, Creighton is undefeated, and will hardly be 
pushovers. For their part, the Musketeers appear to 
be chomping at the bit.
“We’re definitely looking forward to this game, and 
I can’t wait until that game starts, because we’re 0-3 
against them,” Burrell said of the matchup.  
“When that ball goes up, please believe we’ll be 
ready,” he said.
 Photo courtesy GoXavier.com
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In front of a sold-out Cintas Center crowd, the 
Xavier women’s basketball team was doomed by 
shaky second half play as they lost the Skyline Chili 
Women’s Crosstown Shootout to Cincinnati 61-55.
It was the second straight loss for the Muskies, 
both at home, marking the first time in a span of 55 
games that the women have dropped consecutive 
home matchups. 
All-American candidate Amber Harris turned in 
a strong performance in the loss with 16 points, 13 
rebounds and four assists.
Freshman center T’Shia Phillips tallied her forth 
double-double of the season with 16 points and 10 
rebounds.
The Atlantic 10 later recognized Phillips’ efforts 
with her third consecutive Rookie of the Week 
honor.
Maureen Hester chipped in 11 points on three of 
six shooting as well as four rebounds.
The Bearcats came out hot early, jumping out to 
an 11-2 lead with 13:38 remaining behind five of Jill 
Stevens’ game high 22 points.
The Musketeers quickly recovered, led by 10 of 
Phillips’ 16 points to tie the game at 26 going in to 
halftime.
The Bearcats took advantage of a 23-17 second 
half rebounding advantage to grab control after the 
break and improve to 5-2 this season.
Freshman shooting guard Tenishia Benson came 
up big with all 11 of her points and five of her nine 
rebounds coming in the second half.
The freshman and sophomore-led Xavier women 
showed their inexperience with poor execution in 
late game situations after falling behind with 9:50 
remaining, the same problem that led to loses against 
Liberty and Florida earlier this season. 
The Muskies were unable to capitalize on the glass 
after 6’3” Bearcat center Natasha Graboski fouled out 
with 5:56 remaining and was replaced by 5’8” guard 
Angel Morgan by only out-rebounding Cincinnati 
9-7 from then out and giving up four crucial second 
half points.
Graboski’s forced substitution was the only change 
in the lineup of the game for the Bearcats, following 
Coach J. Kelly Hall’s philosophy of allowing his play-
ers to stay in the game if they are playing well.
By Douglas C. Tifft Jr. Cincinnati’s matchup zone was able to neutralize 
the height advantage that the Musketeers held in the 
post with Phillips at 6’6” and Harris at 6’5”.
Once the inside game grew stale, the offense began 
to focus on the perimeter, albeit with little success.
The Musketeers could never find their stroke 
from behind the 3 point arc, as they ended the game 
shooting only 13.0 percent from deep on three of 23 
shooting.
The loss was the first time in four years that 
Xavier has not come away with the Kendle Cup, the 
trophy awarded to the winner of the annual XU-UC 
women’s game.
Overall Xavier is 9-21 in the 30 year Crosstown 
series dating back to the 1978-79 season.
All 10,250 seats in the Cintas Center were sold 
for the game, far surpassing the previous record for 
a women’s game of 6,802 on March 16, 2001 against 
Louisville in the NCAA tournament.
Xavier drops to 4-3 on the year as they prepared 
for a trip to N.C. State on Tuesday night to face the 
24th ranked Wolfpack and their legendary coach 
Kay Yow.
Amber Harris came up big again for the Muskies 
as she scored 19 points and grabbed 13 boards to lead 
the team to a 51-49 win. 
Harris’s Musketeers may have won the game but 
she was slightly outshined by fellow All-American 
candinate Khadijah Washington, who poured in 26 
points and nine rebounds to lead N.C. State.
Xavier led for the majority of the game, taking 
advantage of the Wolfpack’s one of 14 performance 
from three point range.
Despite their poor shooting N.C. State had an op-
portunity to win the game, but Shayla Fields’ three 
was off target as the buzzer sounded.
Junior guard Jerri Taylor had a season high 15 
points, and Phillips added 10 points to help the Mus-
keteers secure their biggest win of the season.
T’Shia Phillips won her third consecutive Atlantic 10 
Rookie of the Week honor this week.
The first round of the NCAA Tournament is a 
thing of beauty.  
It is a time of excitement filled with hopes of im-
probable upsets and Cinderella stories. 
For the Xavier volleyball team, in only their sec-
ond-ever NCAA Tournament appearance, it was the 
final match of a truly outstanding season.  
The Musketeers took on the 17th-ranked Califor-
nia Poly Mustangs, whom they had defeated earlier 
in the season at the USF Asics/Coca-Cola Invitational 
in San Francisco. 
The Mustangs avenged the loss, however, by 
defeating the Xavier squad 3-0 in Athens, Ohio on 
Friday.      
Playing in the final match of their NCAA careers, 
seniors Jenni Horvath and Jill Quayle each contrib-
uted to Xavier’s valiant effort.  
Horvath got under nine digs while Quayle smashed 
seven kills.  
Sophomores Hillary Otte and Kelly Ruth also 
added what they could, notching 10 and seven kills, 
respectively.  
Junior Jenn Welsh dished out 24 assists and 
sophomore Lauren Kaminsky recorded nine digs.    
In game one, the Musketeers started by surrender-
ing three straight points, but a Jenni Horvath kill 
got the Musketeers on the board.  
As the Mustangs began to pull away, a media 
timeout was called with a 15-7 Cal Poly lead.  
They carried the momentum over the break as 
Cal Poly added three straight points when play 
resumed.  
Freshman Katie Russell ended their consecutive 
run of points, but the deficit was too great for the 
Musketeers to recover.
The Mustangs continued on to a 30-14 victory to 
take the frame.
The second game started off better for the Muske-
teers, as they jumped to an early 2-0 lead.  
But the Mustangs would not give up that easily, 
as they fought back and advanced to a 4-3 lead.  
The lead went back and forth briefly, but again 
Cal Poly pulled away.  
The powerful Mustangs clinched game two by a 
score of 30-19, following an impressive 7-1 run.
With their backs against the wall, the Muskies 
started game three exchanging the lead with their 
ranked opponent several times.  
But a four point run put Cal Poly ahead 8-4 and 
Xavier would never retain the lead, coming within 
three points multiple times and within one point 
once.
Another large Cal Poly run closed the door on the 
Xavier squad once and for all.  
The Mustangs took game three by the score of 30-
25, completing the 3-0 sweep.
The Musketeers have reason to be very proud of 
themselves.  
Not only did they reach the Tournament for just 
the second time in program history, they knocked 
off two ranked opponents in the process and were 
voted in at-large.  
Xavier is home to both the 2007 Atlantic 10 Player 
of the Year, Jill Quayle, and the Atlantic 10 Coach of 
the Year, Floyd Deaton.  
At the end of the regular season, Quayle was 
ranked 11th in the country with an outstanding .402 
hitting percentage.  
She is the first Xavier student-athlete to receive 
such an honor since 2001, the only other year that the 
Musketeers have been to the NCAA Tournament. 
By Paul D. Moeller Esq.
Cal Poly avenged in win over Xavier in NCAAs
Jill Quayle, Claire Paszkiewicz and the rest of the 
team headed over to Athens early to prepare for the 
first round of the NCAA Tournament.
Surprise given Xavier rooters
 Photo courtesy GoXavier.com
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by Violet Finch
I felt as though I should take some time to address 
a few awkward scenarios along with my own personal 
techniques of how I attempt avoid these uncomfort-
able situations.  Based on my history tainted with 
awkwardness, you can take these techniques for what 
they’re worth.  
I shall begin with the common case: there is al-
ways that person you see on a regular weekly basis; 
perhaps it is at the gym or maybe at the coffee shop 
the same time every morning.  You know them, but 
you don’t know them, and it is highly doubtful that 
you know their name (unless you have done some 
successful Facebook stalking).  
So what do you do? Do you say “hi”?  And if you do 
say “hi” one time does that mean that you eventually 
have to start making small talk with this person? 
Sometimes it is easy to tell if the person is going to 
be personable and a friendly hello is welcome, but 
there are those individuals who are so aloof and 
reserved that saying hello is almost worse than the 
uncomfortable silence.  
I always have this dilemma because I don’t want 
to come off as harsh, but I also don’t want to infringe 
on someone’s personal space.  There are those people 
that I see regularly and with whom I have never ex-
changed a hello and when we see each other outside 
of our common spot there is this shared awkwardness 
and uncertainty of what we should do.  
In this situation, I find it is best to pull out your 
cell phone and start text messaging, scrolling through 
your contacts or whatever will keep you completely 
involved.  It almost scares me how often I find myself 
maniacally text messaging to no one in particular so 
I can avoid eye contact or any sort of interaction with 
the other person because it is a constant reminder 
of how awkward I truly am.  A worry of mine is that 
they will eventually figure me out since we see each 
other so often and I am always caught doing the same 
thing.  It is best to change it up and maybe the next 
day have a copy of the Newswire handy. Always keep 
them guessing!
Then there are the people with whom you are ac-
quaintances and sincerely enjoy their company, but 
they talk FOREVER, regardless of where you are, 
what you are doing or what you need to be doing. 
These people are the worst to encounter in the library, 
because all you want to do is get your work done and 
get out, but they come creeping up out of nowhere 
and expect a social hour at a second floor table.  This 
is why it is crucial to constantly wear headphones, 
even if there isn’t music actually playing because it 
makes the standoffish attitude a lot less rude. 
One of my favorite scenarios is in the car at a red 
light (and a long red light is even better).  Many 
times I have been sitting in my car minding my own 
business when suddenly some bizarre person begins 
staring in my window, making me feel extremely 
uncomfortable. I mean maybe you can avoid the fact 
that someone’s eyes are penetrating through the 
glass, but I just can’t. My peripheral vision will not 
allow for that.  So what can you do?  There isn’t much 
that can be done when by law you are trapped next 
to this person and the only thing the separates you 
both is the glass of the car windows.  
But what I like to do is this:  I pretend to search 
intently for something in my car, usually in the foot 
region of my seat or over in the passenger’s seat. 
The only problem that may sometimes arise is the 
fact that you are not paying attention to the light 
change.  Another good tactic is searching through 
my case of CDs hoping to find the perfect tune. I just 
act extremely indecisive and feverishly flip back and 
forth through the pages.  Of course you can always 
pretend to be on your phone, but having a made up 
conversation just isn’t as fun.  
These are just a few of the insignificant daily in-
teractions that may cause you all the same turmoil 
they cause me and perhaps the fact that we share 
this awkward solidarity sets you all at ease.
Awkward 
Avenue
XU’s Boller Bares His 
Soul
by Katrina Sodaro
Maybe you’ve had Steve Boller in one of your 
classes, thinking he was just the average Xavier 
freshman: a friendly, smiling 
face two or three desks away. 
It’s unlikely (though slightly 
possible) that you looked at 
him and said to yourself, “I 
have a sneaking suspicion 
that he is a very talented 
musician and songwriter.  I 
just have this feeling that he 
has more than one CD and he 
has a dedicated fan base on 
MySpace.”
Well, if you did think that, 
it turns out you were right. 
From the Indianapolis area, 
Boller finished his latest EP, 
“Leave It All Behind,” shortly 
before coming to Xavier.  This 
album is chock-full of sunny 
beats mixed with poignant 
lyrics of wishful thinking and 
existential questioning.  He 
wrote all of these songs during 
his senior year of high school and sings them with 
a voice that’s confident and warm.  His three major 
influences, Ben Folds, Jason Mraz and Jack Johnson, 
can be traced throughout Boller’s music in his guitar 
style, but he has his own unique style lyrically.
The infectiously catchy opening track, “Sitting on 
an Island,” exemplifies what he calls “juxtaposing 
mood against melody.”  The melody itself is remi-
niscent of a popsicle during a nice day at the beach, 
complete with the sound of flapping flip flops.  Despite 
the brightness of the melody, the song is about that 
feeling of letting a good lady get away and that awk-
wardness of knowing when to make a move in dating 
(as discussed in previous editions of the Newswire).
The second song, “Can’t Wait To Find Someone” 
follows up with more finger-snap-
pingly good grooves and lyrics that 
look forward to a future with the 
right person.  Boller creatively 
expresses this hope for a happy 
ending in the chorus of “Taking 
Numbers, Getting Names,” “Til 
Cupid aims his bow at me/ and 
makes my regrets history/Until 
then I will play the game/ of taking 
numbers, getting names.”
The CD also features more seri-
ous themes in “Reality” and “All 
the Same,” which explore confu-
sion and the challenges presented 
by growing up in our culture. 
Boller exposes his soul in these 
cuts, examining the heartbreaks 
of unfulfilled ambition and disap-
pointments in friendships with 
some lovely piano work.
“Leave It All Behind” is defi-
nitely worth a listen and has a 
high potential of brightening your day. The album 
left me singing along and looking forward to what 
Boller will be writing during his time at Xavier.  He 
has yet to assemble a band here in Cincinnati and 
is eager to work with Xavier’s fine musicians. Boller 
has found the Xavier community very receptive to his 
work and hopes to perform more often at the univer-
sity.  Feel free to join his fan group on Facebook or 
visit his music sites: www.steveboller.com and www.
myspace.com/steveboller.
Sophomore Ally White dances with her new friend at the XU dance marathon Saturday night. The event, which raised $4,588 
for cincinnati children’s Hospital, lasted 12 straight hours. The entertainment throughout the evening included break dancers, 
the blue blob and a horse. 
Fr. Graham and  dr. Luther Smith  as Santa claus wave to the participants in “A Xavier christmas.” This annual event is attened 
by children from 5 local elementary schools included arts and crafts, relays, dance contests and a live Nativity scene. 
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X-CHANGED
  
“Snow Queen”
The Xavier Players are expanding their horizons 
for their perfromances of “Snow Queen” this week-
end. Brought to Xavier by the  famous European 
puppeteer Irini Lewandoski. Performances are 
at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 6-9 and at 1:30 p.m. on Dec. 8 
in the GSC Theatre. Tickets are $5 for students, 
faculty and staff and $15 general admission. 
Darfur Awareness Week
Finish o f f  the  Darfur  Awareness  Week 
with a movie on the  issue at 8 p.m. Thurs-
day, Dec. 6 in Albers 103. There will be free 
Chipotle, Panera and pizza. All are welcome! 
GSC Late Night Movie
The comedy “Good Luck Chuck” will be fea-
tured at the GSC Late Night Movie at  11 
p.m. from Thursday, Dec. 6-8 in the GSC The-
ater. This event is free to all XU students.
  
XU at the zoo
  
Enjoy the “Festival of Lights” at the Cincin-
nati Zoo with XU. The event takes place from 
5-9 p.m.on Friday, Dec. 7. Tickets are $5 and 
will be sold in the SAC office and at the GSC. 
Students must ride the bus to and from the Zoo. 
Ice skating trip
Love ice skating? SAC  is sponsoring an ice skating 
trip at Fountain Square from 8-11 p.m. on Saturday, 
Dec.8. The bus will leave from Bellarmine Circle at 
8 and 9 p.m. and will return at 10 and 11 p.m. The 
event admission is free, but the skate rentals fee 
is $2 per person.  Seats are limited so arrive early.
Shabbat dinner
Enjoy the liturgy, spirit and celebration of the 
Jewish Shabbat at 5 p.m on Friday, Dec. 7 in 
the Clock Tower Lounge. There will also be a 
free dinner served at 6 p.m. in the GSC Atrium.
by Katrina Sodaro
I visited Noodles and Company’s new location in 
Hyde Park to find friendly service, a comfortable 
atmosphere and delicious food.  Yes, it’s a fast-food 
chain, but it belongs in the same category as Chipotle 
and Panera; all are uber-hip and have higher-quality 
food that is relatively cheap.
Founded in 1995 in Boulder, Colo., Noodles and 
Company seeks to bring the freshest and most 
wholesome ingredients onto your plate in the form 
of noodle dishes, salads and soups.  They’re not kid-
ding when they say fresh. I spoke with Tracy Gray, 
manager of the Hyde Park location, who said, “We get 
a produce delivery daily and do our prep time before 
shifts start.”  She also informed me that there are 
no freezers or microwaves at Noodles and Company, 
further guaranteeing that what you order is prepared 
on the spot from items that they have received that 
very day.
Upon entering, I was greeted by a personable ca-
shier who gave me suggestions of his menu favorites. 
It was a tough battle glancing over the menu: Thai 
curry soup, penne rosa (a spicy Italian dish), Wiscon-
sin mac and cheese, Bangkok curry or tomato basil 
bisque? Freezing in the headlights of all these choices, 
I ended up with the cashier’s favorites, getting a 
“Trio” of pad thai, caesar salad and seared chicken 
breast, which with a drink came to about $8.50.
 I was quite satisfied with what I chose.  The salad 
was not swimming in dressing, the chicken was ten-
der and not hyper-seasoned, and the pad thai had 
the sweet flavor typical of the dish mixed with a bit 
of a smoky, lo mein-esque undertone.
Elaine Reynolds, already a regular patron of the 
two week old location, said “The food is delicious 
and I love the variety. They give plenty of options 
for me as a vegetarian.”  That’s right, for all you 
vegetarians, Noodles has your back.  Additions to 
meals include extra vegetables, organic tofu, differ-
ent cheeses, and for the meat-lovers they have beef, 
chicken and shrimp.  
There is definitely something for every taste. And 
don’t worry, their nutrition facts aren’t nearly as 
frightening as those of Chipotle.
So go ahead and be sucked in by their trendy, 
1960s-meets-tiki-hut decor.  If you’re like me, you’ll 
end up with a clean plate and nothing to put in the 
adorable Chinese takeout-inspired to-go boxes.
Location: 3707 Isabella Ave., near Hyde Park  
        Kroger
Menu: Asian, Mediterranean, and American    
    noodles, soups, and salads
Price Range: $4-$10
Overall Rating: 3 ½ stars of 4 for good service  
       and tasty eats
Some noodles 
for your 
company
Writers still on 
strike, big wigs 
won’t budge
by brandy Williams
Students are in danger of losing quality scripted 
television for a long time. The Writers Guild of 
America has been on strike since Nov.1 when their 
WGA contact expired. Producers were hoping that 
writers would continue to work without a contract as 
a sign of goodwill until another could be decided on; 
however, the script writers are not feeling generous 
and are proving to producers that scripted TV can 
not go on without them.
For the rest of us TV junkies, that means many 
of our beloved nighttime drama and talks shows will 
be repeats or off the air until a new contract can be 
decided on. Most primetime dramas and comedies are 
filmed four to six episodes ahead of air dates, which 
is why some of us have not noticed any disruption in 
our normal television viewing. But once those already 
produced episodes run out, we will be watching them 
again and again.
There is fear that producers are thinking about 
replacing the dramas with reality shows. Reality TV 
shows are usually written by professional writers, 
but they are not under WGA contract, so networks 
may dump a ton of mind-numbing reality on us very 
soon. For networks like Fox who have hit shows like 
“American Idol,” the reality switch won’t affect them 
too much, stations like NBC will be forced to run 
“Bionic Woman” against the “American Idol” results 
show. Non-reality TV shows will suffer in ratings.
With the number of episodes many programs have 
already filmed, in conjunction with a few repeats, 
our favorite shows may carry us into mid-January 
at best.  
ABC’s “Desperate Housewives” and “Grey’s 
Anatomy” have shut down production with only nine 
and 11 out of 22 episodes completed, respectively. 
NBC’s “Heros” has shut down production with 11 of 
24 episodes complete and “The Office” with nine of 
30 episodes completed. Fox’s “Back To You” has shut 
down production with nine of 24, “Til’ Death” with 11 
of 22 and “K-ville” with 10 of 13 episodes complete. 
While many other favorite shows are in the middle 
of their season, they have not yet been given orders 
as to whether they will finish the season or stop 
production. 
What? There are no more new episodes of “ The 
Office”?
That’s what she said! 
Musical Performances
Thursday, Dec. 6-Chris Brown-US Bank Arena-
$37
Thursday, Dec. 6-Papa Roach-Bogarts-$20.50
Saturday, Dec. 8-Straylight Run-Madison-$12
New Phonographs
The Wreckers Way Back Home Warner Bros.
Blake Lewis  Audio Day Dream ARISTA
Trace Adkins American Man Greatest Hits 
Liberty
Scarface Made Rap-A-Lot Records
Godsmack Good Times Universal Records
Walk your rear end 
down the street and 
telephone us.
The Xaverian
(513)745-3607
And look us up on the 
internet in 93 years.
www.xavier.edu/
newswire
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I hate women! Shame be to 
the uppity lass who thinks she 
can get a college education! 
Their hormones keep them from 
thinkin’ any logical thoughts! 
Shame! Shame!
Shame be to the men who 
think the women are good for 
anything ‘cept’n birthin’ babies.
SHAME!
If women get start believin’ 
they’re equal to men, there’ll be 
no stoppin’ em from doing what-
ever they want to do.
Next thing you know they’ll be 
drinkin’ chocolate milk instead of 
good ol’ lake water and speakin’ 
out of turn! 
I won’t stand for it!
Not for one minute!
If I wanted to go support more 
feminist propaganda, I’d go see 
“The Snow Queen” tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in the Gallagher Stu-
dent Center Theatre. 
If I can’t make it tonight, I’d 
show up at that same time in 
that same place every night un-
til and including Sunday. Those 
are my only chances!
But I ain’t gonna go because 
it’s about a woman! 
It’s in the title!
What I will go see is a Late 
Night Movie in the GSC Theatre 
at 11 p.m. called “Good Luck 
Chuck.” 
Sounds like a real wholesome 
film filled with family values and 
good lookin’ people.  
I can’t imagine a world in 
which the lady folk don’t under-
stand they’re lesser than the men 
folk. Do you think they’d honestly 
get uppity enough to want the 
same jobs as men? I certainly 
hope they never reach for some-
thing like political office...and 
certainly not the President of the 
US of A. Yeah, they’ll put a man 
on the moon before they consider 
making a Lady President.
Barely Legal Teens will have 
an improvisational comedy show 
tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Kelley 
Auditorium. 
If they do a good job you 
should know how to thank them 
properly. I learned from an office 
video in the 1950s that was dis-
cussing how to make women feel 
more at ease in the workplace.
You see, nothing says ‘Great 
Job!’ like a nice, firm, slap on 
the tookus.
December 5
weDnesDAY
To make my points more val-
id, I will quote a student from a 
1968 letter in the Xavier News.
They had it right on when 
they said, “If we have equal 
numbers of girls and fellows, 
hardcore intellectual thinking 
will be lost.” You’re dagnab-
bin’ right hardcore intellectual 
thinking will be lost! Who knows 
what else would be lost! Heaven 
forbid we lost our dignity!
Ahhhhh. I feel especially 
refreshed. I just had the Alma-
nac Wench bring me a beer. I 
am speaking, of course, of the 
promiscuous lady who normally 
(attempts to) write this column. 
Ahhhhhhhhh. 
Nothing better than a good ol’ 
onomatopoeia to express how I’m 
feeling. Ahhhhhhhhh.
If you’re really into Bud-
dhism or Ecology, you should at-
tend the workshop with Joanna 
Macy hosted by the Brueggeman 
Center for Dialogue today and 
tomorrow.
Buddhism. That’s what I’m 
talking about. One man. One 
tree. Sitting alone. Nobody to nag 
him. Nobody to tell him to do his 
laundry or make his bed or clean 
his room or take a bath because 
he smells.
Just a guy under a tree thinkin’ 
about the meaning of it all.
If I could get one free minute 
without the old ball and chain 
reminding me all the ways I’m 
inadequate, perhaps I could 
reach Nirvana, too!
I’m happy I ain’t got no women!
December 7
FriDAY
December 6
ThursDAY
December 8
sATurDAY
December 8
sunDAY
December 9
mOnDAY
December 10
TuesDAY
Don’t Tell Anna, Xavier’s 
Premiere Improv Comedy Group, 
will perform tonight at 9 p.m. in 
Kelley Auditorium. The show is 
always free. 
Another student wrote to the 
Xavier News in 1970 to voice his 
outrage at the announcement 
that one and a half floors of Kuhl-
man Hall would be converted to 
women’s dormitories. 
He wrote, “Our university has 
condescended to allow women to 
enroll in day and night classes. 
But to allow then in our dorms! 
Never!”
Women should and never will 
be welcome in the dorms of col-
lege gentlemen! I can’t imagine 
any situation in which a women 
should or would ever be welcome 
in a fellow’s room, ‘cept’n it was 
arranged by their parents that 
they were to be married and 
they were meeting briefly-with 
the watchful eyes of both sets 
of parents-to discuss wedding 
plans.
Otherwise, no women! Ever!

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When women get liberties they 
turn into whores!
Kapow: The greatest 
onomatopoeia ever?
Men folk can’t concentrate 
with them women around them. 
They walk up with their big ol’ 
brains and matching wits and 
all hell breaks loose!
Oxford Apartments 
1005-07 Dana Ave. 
? Free Heat & Water 
? Walk to Campus 
? Cable/ Dial Hook-up 
? Air Conditioning 
? Parking
Now Leasing 
$405 and up 
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Manager: Art 513-961-3786 
Office: 513-474-5093 
All the 
cool 
kids are 
doing 
it.
newswire-classifieds
@xavier.edu
That’s why I’ve taken over 
writin’ this issue this week. 
My name is Brian and I am a 
MAN!
That’s right...a MAN!
I do MANly things...
I kicked out that tramp who 
usually pretends to have some 
talent and told her to get back 
where she belongs...which is in 
the kitchen makin’ me a sand-
wich!
Help Wanted Spring Break 2008.  Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go 
Free. Call for group discounts.    Best Deals Guar-
enteed!  Jamaica,  Cancun,  Acapulco,  Bahamas, S. 
Padre, Florida.  800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
For Rent
Travel
Houses For Rent 2 Blocks from Campus.  2, 3, and 4 bed-
room houses available for this winter, next summer and 
next school year, 2 blocks from campus, clean, fully equipped, 
off street parking, laundry, next to other student hous-
ing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
House for rent. 6+ bedrooms. 4 bathrooms. 1/4 mile from 
campus. 50x9 covered porch. 25x10 living room. Dyna-
mite Student Housing. $1200/month.  Call Mark 604-5159.
Piano Players Wanted to teach piano to children 
in their homes.  Teaching experience is not neces-
sary but must have 5 or more years of formal les-
sons.  Positions are year round and a minimum of one 
year commitment is required.  Pay is $21.00/hr plus 
bonuses.  513-459-3069.  www.playtimepiano.com
3 or 4 bedroom apartment. Greatroom with ceiling fan’s 
and fireplace. Coin-op laundry. Water paid. 3 bedroom- 
$850. 4 bedroom - $1000. Deposit 1 months rent. Avail-
able now! Call Mike @ 300-2382. 4132 Huston, Norwood.
Available for August and June: 1/4 mile from XU. Incred-
ible 3 and 5 bedroom Apartments.  Includes: A/C, Sun-
room, Full Kitchesn, Laundry Room, Cable, Garage park-
ing. Great closet space! Excellent Service! No Nicer place 
in Xavier Market! Special party area to hang and relax! 5 
bdrm $1775 ($335 per person), 3 bdrm $1050 ($350 per 
person). All utilities included! Call Tim (513)266-6567
Huge 2 BR & 3 BR apartments, Washer & Dryer, walk 
to class. Secure building with plenty of parking. Balcony 
& large yard. Call 673-4946 to set an appointment.
Spacious XU Apartments and houses. One to 13 bed-
rooms available and everything in between. Many with heat 
and water paid. Easy walk or bike to class. Free off-street 
parking and laundry on site. Call Scott at 673-4946 today!
Friendly Hyde Park Family is looking for a sitter for their 
3 year old girl- 3 days a week from 11:30-5:30.  Flexibil-
ity on the days.  If interested, please call (513)476-2709.
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR HYDE PARK FAMILY.  3 Yr 
old girl and two month old girl - flexible hours available. 
Live 10 minutes away from campus.  Call 513-600-5415.
